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A mix of tracks for dancing the night away - Salsa, Merengue or Bachata. 12 MP3 Songs LATIN: General,

LATIN: Salsa Details: Juan Miguel was born in Santo Domingo, Dominican Republic and is the third son

of John H. Blowes and Yolanda Blowes. This young author and singer brings us his first production

entitled "Beautiful Eyes", where a variety of Merengue, Salsa and Bachata rhythms can be found. Juan

Miguel is no stranger to the world of music, his mother was a well-known singer in the Dominican

Republic, her stage name was "The Black Pearl" and she has been Juan Miguel's main influence and

inspiration. Many members of his family (on his mother's side) are musicians, singers and

choreographers; they too have had a musical influence on him. Gifted with a natural feel for the rhythmic

sounds of Latin music, he has chosen to follow in his mother's footsteps by plunging into the world of

music. Prior to entering the music world, Juan Miguel became a very accomplished tennis player. He has

competed internationally and traveled as far as Australia during his tennis endeavors. It is later that he

discovered his love of music and decided to trade in the "tennis scene" for that of music. In doing so, he

has begun composing his own songs. The CD "Ojitos Lindos" which means "Beautiful Eyes", was

musically directed by Ramon Orlando Valoy, who was able to create a style of Merengue that is both

diverse and contagious. The songs are gifted with romantic and meaningful lyrics that compliment Juan

Miguel's gentle style of singing. Juan Miguel is based out of Toronto, Canada; He has performed on

stages in Vancouver, London (Ontario), Kitchener, Saint Catharines, Buffalo, Montreal, Santiago (Chile),

Vina Del Mar (Chile), San Felipe (Chile) and Santa Maria (Chile). With his enthusiastic and energetic style

of performing, Juan Miguel conquers the admiration of the many fans that attend his presentations. His

charm reaches far into the hearts of his fans, as he sings and energizes them with the contagious rhythm

of Merengue.
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